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ABSTRACT
A study of the mean-squaredisplacement amplitudes (MSDA) of the T(Al,Si) and O
atoms in ordered framework silicatesand aluminosilicatesindicates that the sizes,shapes,
and orientations of the displacementellipsoids in thesecrystalsare consistentwith a rigid
bond model. In particular, the MSDAs of the T and O atoms in the direction of the TO
bonds tend to be equal and to increasewith temperature.When this relationship does not
hold, it appearsto be related to the presenceof static disorder. This observation leads to
criteria that may be used to detect disorder in crystals. A simple rigid bond model is
presentedthat, to a reasonabledegree,describesthe ellipticity and the orientation ofthe
displacementellipsoids of the bridging O atoms.
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displacementparametersof theseatoms define anisotropic ellipsoids and if the bonds are measured at a variety
of temperatures,then a linear correlation between z2n"and
zfroshould be observed. The extent to which the correlation is developedshould dependon the extent to which
the MSDAs depend on the static (substitutional and positional disorder, twinning and stacking faults) and the
dynamic (thermal and zero-point motion) disorder exhibited by the atoms. The MSDAs should also depend
on the charge-densitydeformation ascribed to the formation of chemical bonds (Hirshfeld, 1976). This efect
will be ignored since,for example, the equivalent isotropic displacementfactors recorded in a monopole refinement of the chargedensity for coesiteare only about 5olo
larger than those recorded in a refinement with higher
multipoles (Geisingeret al., 1987).
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Fig. l. A scatter diagram of the mean-squaredisplacement
amplitudes, zlro vs. z2o,calculated in the direction of the SiO
In this paper, we only include the data used by Boisen bonds for Si and O, respectively, for the framework silicates
et al. (1990) for which anisotropic refinementshave been coesite, qtartz, and cristobalite (population I). The MSDAs recompleted at room pressure.Thus, our first population, corded at low temperatures(15 K) are plotted as open triangles,
denoted population I, consistsof 96 R(SiO) bondJength thoserecordedat room temperatureare plotted as closedcircles,
data recorded for the coesite structure (Gibbs et al., 1977b; and those reported at elevated temperaturesup to 860 K are
kvien and Prewitt, 1981; Kirfel and Will, 1984;Smyth plotted as open circles. The regression equation is z(,o :
-0.00006 * O.992z2o",where
o(-0.00006): 0.00012A', o(O.gSZ)
et al., 1987; Geisingeret al., 1987),the low cristobalite
: 0.015, and the coefficientof determination is 12: 0.98.
(Peacor,
structure
1973),the low quartz structure (Young
FRAMEWORK

SILICATES

and Post, 1962;l-nPageand Donnay, 1976; Levien et al.,
1980;Wright and khmann, l98l), and the high quartz
structure (Wright and Lehmann, l98l) that have B(O)
values less than 3.0 A,. Our secondpopulation, denoted
population II, consists of l8l R(SiO) data recorded in
several studies of clathrate structures (Gies, 1983, 1984,
1986; Gerke and Gies, 1984) and tridymite crystal structures (Dollase, 1967; Kihara, 1977, 1978;Kihara et al.,
1986a,1986b)that have B(O) valuesgreaterthan 4.0 Ar.
Our software, Metric, was used to calculate z!,o and
z$r, from the ADPs recorded for each Si and O atom
forming the SiO bonds of the two populations. Figure I
is a scatter diagram ofzl,o vs. 2f,., calculated for the SiO
bonds of population I. The slope of the regressionline
for this data is 0.99, the intercept is -0.00006 Ar, and
the coefficient of determination is rr: 0.98. As the estimated slope and intercept are not significantly different
from 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, we conclude that the
MSDAs measuredfor the Si and O atoms of quartz, coesite, and cristobalite conform with a trend expectedfor a
set of SiO bonds behaving as rigid units. We also conclude that the ADPs recorded for these minerals appear
to provide a reasonablemeasureof the dynamic disorder
of the Si and O atoms in these crystals. A calculation of
L : 2L",,- 22",ofor these minerals shows a maximum
deviation from zero of +0.0015 Ar, which conforms with
that (+9.661 A') proposedfor the rigid covalent CC bonds
in several molecular crystals (Hirshfeld, 1976) and with
that (+9.9667 A') measured for the SiO bonds in the
single chains of silicate tetrahedra in enstatite (Ghose et

al., 1986), but which is somewhat smaller than that
(+0.003 A') recorded for the more ionic bonds in a variety of transition-metal complexes (Biirgi, 1984).
A scatter diagram ofz!,o vs. 2f,., prepared for the O and
Si atoms forming the bonds of population II shows a
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Fig. 2. The MSDAs, z2oovs. zzo",
clathratesand tridymite structures(population II). The data recorded at room temperature are plotted as solid circles and those
recorded at higher temperatures are plotted as open circl,es.
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relatively wide scatterof points (seeFig. 2). This suggests
that the ADPs measured for these minerals describe a
significant component of static disorder. Consideringthe
relatively wide scatter of these points, it appearsthat a
significant fraction of the atoms in the clathratesand the
tridymite structures of population II are probably displaced from the positions that they would occupy in domains that are free of twinning and other structural defects. A refinement of a set of diffraction data recorded
for such crystalswould be expectedto yield a set of specious positional parametersand ADPs. With increasing
disorder, the B values of the atoms in these crystals are
expectedto increasein magnitude,and the apparentbond
lengths calculated from these positional parameters are
expectedto shorten. This implies that R(SiO) should correlate inversely with both.B(O) and B(Si) for population
II. The linear regressionanalysesof thesedata showsthat
B(O) and B(Si) are each highly correlated with R(SiO)
(Boisen et al., 1990). However, in a stepwiseregression
analysisinvolving B(O), B(Si),6(O), and/s(Si), only B(O)
makes a significant contribution to the regressionsum of
squares,correlating inversely with R(SiO).
MnaN-seump
ALONG
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SONNS OF ORDERED AND DISORDERED
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FELDSPARS

The structure of feldspar consists of a framework of
corner-sharingTOo tetrahedrawith either monovalent or
divalent cations tucked into the available cavities to neutralize the overall charge of the framework. As is well
known, the alkali feldsparsare believed to exhibit a variety of structural statesranging from a disordered state,
in which the Al and Si atoms are randomly distributed
among all of the TOo groups, to a configuration in which
these atoms are ordered into an array of translationally
equivalent SiOu and AlOo groups. As argued by Smith
(1954)and Smith and Bailey (1963),the mean TO bond
length, (R(TO)), for a given TOo group in feldspar is believed to vary linearly with Al content from l.6l A for a
TOo group containing only Si to 1.75 A for a group containing only Al. As the alkali feldspars are believed to
exhibit a continuum of intermediate structural states
ranging between ordered and disordered configurations,
we have an opportunity to examine how A : z2o,- z4o
varies with structural state. We also have an opportunity
to examine how scatterdiagrams of zlo vs. 23, for structures that exhibit substitutional disorder comparo with
those obtained for structuresbelieved to exhibit disorder
ascribedto stacking faults and twinning. In addition, we
may seethe efects that the nonframework Na+t and K+r
cations have on the MSDAs.
Biirgi (1989) has published a scatter diagram prepared
by Kunz and Armbruster (1990) for both ordered and
disorderedalkali feldsparsofthe averagevalue ofA, (A),
for 138 TOo tetrahedra vs. (R(TO)) and has found that
(A) varies as a quadratic function of (R(TO)) according
to the theoretical equation
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(l)
\a,) :1r.744- (R(To))lx [(R(ro))- 1.607].
An examination of the Kunz-Armbruster diagram shows
that (A) is smallest(+0.0015 A) for the Al-rich and Sirich tetrahedra in the ordered feldspars low albite and
low microcline, whereasit is as large as +0.007 A' for
the disordered and partly ordered tetrahedra in intermediate albite and microcline, orthoclase, high albite, and
sanidine.The (A) values obtained for the Si-rich and Alrich tetrahedra are in close agreement with those observed for the silicate tetrahedra of the framework silicatesused to prepare Figure 1 (seeTable l).
As both low albite and low microcline are believed to
contain an ordered array of Al-rich and Si-rich tetrahedra, we plotted z2rovs. z2o,for the I 60 TO bonds for these
feldsparsin Figure 3 to learn how such a plot compares
with that prepared for quartz, coesite, and cristobalite.
The data were taken from Winter et al. (1977), Harlow
and Brown ( I 980), Strob ( I 98 l), Blasi et al. ( I 984), Smith
et al. (1986), Blasi et al. (1987), and Armbruster et al.
(1990). As thesedata were collected over a wide rangeof
temperatures from 13 K to 1263 K, the range of the
MSDA values recorded for this data set is significantly
larger than that recordedfor the silica polymorphs whose
data setswere measuredover a smaller temperature range,
between15 K and 860 K.
A linear regressionanalysisof the data used to prepare
Figure 3 yields a slope of 0.94, an intercept of -0.00008
A', and a coefficientof determination of 12: 0.99. As the
line departsfrom the ideal 45'line
slope of the reg.ression
by only 1.8o,we conclude that these data are consistent,
for the most part, with the Megaw (1974) view of the
feldsparstructureas an engineeringconstructof rigid rods
connected together with TOT angle brackets "made of
springy material." This is further supported by a study
(Bartelmehset al., in preparation) of the rigid-body motion of the TOo groups in the ordered silica polymorphs
and feldsparsthat showsthat the MSDAs associatedwith
the O atoms in the directions of the intratetrahedral O
atoms are linearly correlated,whereasthose betweenintertetrahedralO atoms are substantially less so.
Becausethe (A) values measured for low albite and
microcline match those measuredfor quartz, coesite,and
cristobalite, we conclude that the component of substitutional disorder in these feldspars is probably small, if
not absent.Although the intercept ofthe line calculated
for these feldsparsis not significantly different from 0.0,
the slope of the line is significantly less than the ideal
value of 1.0. This indicates, as discussedlater, that z2o,
tends to increasewith temperature at a somewhat faster
rate than 2fr.o,unlike the silica polymorphs, where both
of theseparametersappear to increaseat about the same
rate. As the feldspars,unlike the silica polymorphs, contain nontetrahedral cations, the departure of the slope
from the ideal value may depend in part on the bonds
formed between these cations and the O atoms of the
framework.
The Al and Si atoms in the alkali feldspars,high albite
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TABLE1. Silica polymorphs and aluminosilicateframeworks that satisfy the rigid-bondcriteria of this paper
Reference
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
High quartz
High quartz
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Coesite
Coesite
Coesite
Coesite
Coesite
Coesite
Coesite
Low albite
Low albite
Low albite
Low albite
Low albite
Low albite
Low albite
Microcline
Microcline
Microcline
Microcline
Slawsonite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low @rdierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Bikitaite
Edingtonite
Edingtonite
Mesolite
Natrolite
Scolecite
Thomsonite
Yugawaralite

Young and Post (1962)
Zachariasenand Plettinger(1965),type ll
LePageand Donnay (1976)
Levienet al. (1980)
Wright and Lehmann(1981), at 25 rc
Wrightand Lehmann(1981),naturalat 590eC
Wright and Lehmann(1981),synthetic at 590 qc
Peacor (1973),at 28 rc
Peacor (1973),at 65 9c
Peacor(1973),at 103eC
Peacor(1973),at142T
Peacor(1973),at 179'C
Peacor(1973),at 210'C
Gibbset al. (1977b)
Levien and Prewitt (1981)
Kirfel and Will (1984)
Smyth et al. (1987),ar 15 K
Smyth et al. (1987), at 292 K
Geisingeret al. (1987), IAM refinement
Geisingeret al. (1987), IAM + refinement
Winter er at. (1977),ar 500 rc
winter et al. (1977),ar 750 €
Winter et al. (1977),at 970 qC
Harlow and Brown (1980), neutron
Harlow and Brown (1980),X-ray
Smith et al. (1986),at 13 K
Armbruster et al. (1990)
Strob (1981)
Blasiet al. (1984),sample7813A
Blasiet al. (1984),sample78138
Blasiet al. (1987)
Griffenet al. ('19771
Cohenet al. (1977),X-ray
Cohen et al. (1977), neutron
Hochellaet al. (1979),at 375 €, White Well
Wallace and Wenk (1980),sample Sci 624
Wallaceand Wenk (1980),sampleSci 1018
Armbruster (1986a),from Ferry
Armbruster (1986a),from Haddam
Armbruster (1986a),from Sponda
Armbruster (1986a),from Kemi6
Armbruster(1986b),at 100 K
Armbruster (1986b),at 500 K
Bissert and Liebau (1986)
Gatti(1976),C2ee
Kvick and Smith (1984i),C212,2
Artioliet al. (1986b)
Artioli et al. (1984)
Kvick et al. (1985)
Pluthet at. (1985b)
Kvick et al. (1986)

and sanidine, are believed to be disordered over the TO.
tetrahedra of their structures. A plot of z2rovs. zAr for
their TO bonds was prepared (Fig. a) to learn how it
compareswith the one for the clathrasils and the tridymites, on the one hand. and with the one for low albite
and low microcline, on the other. The 162 data points
used to prepare the figure were taken from refinements
by Weitz (1972), Phillips and Ribbe (t973), Keefer and
Brown (1978),Winter et al. (1979),Blasi et al. (1981),
and Scamboset al. (1987). The data scatter in a moderately wide band along the regressionline drawn in Figure
4, \,r/ithan /2 value of 0.92. The cluster of points at the
bottom right of the figure that seems to depart from the
trend of the remaining data is for an Eifel sanidinerefined
at room temperatureby Weitz (1972) (seediscussionbelow).

114))
-0.00073
0.00187
0.00053
0.00082
-0.00016
-0.00037
-0.00065
0.00001
-0.00123
0.00076
-0.00062
0.00170
0.001
05
-0.00006
0.00049
0.00004
0.00036
0.00052
0.00003
-0.00042
0.00130
0.00135
0.00156
0.00035
o.oo177
0.00035
0.00028
-0.0000s
0.00115
0.00060
0.00085
0.00125
0.00107
0.00060
0.00009
17
0.001
0.00188
0.00047
0.00060
0.00050
0.00077
0.00063
o.oo027
0.00061
0.001
19
0.00063
0.00056
0.00038
0.00040
0.00057
0,00084

0.00018
0.00018
0.00001
0.00017
0.00040
0.00051
0.00001
0.00105
0.00066
0.00096
0.00073
0.00054
0.00030
0.00020
0.00041
0.00017
0.00010
0.00024
0.00061
0.00062
0.00098
0.00035
0.00090
0.00018
0.00033
0.00027
0.00120
16
0.001
0.00078
0.00096
0.00086
0.00100
0.00133
0.00074
0.00046
0.00067
0.00056
0.00055
0.00121
0.00066
0.00065
0.00082
0.00121
0.00058
0.00060
0.00029
0.00026
0.00047
0.00059

A comparison of Figures 14 reveals several distinguishing features:(l) the data for the silica polymorphs
(Fig. l) and the ordered feldspars(Fie. 3) are statistically
identical with the predictions of the rigid bond model for
a set of ordered crystals largely free from defects; (2) the
data for the clathrasilsand tridymite scatterrather widely
over much of the field of Figure 2, suggestingthat these
crystals contain a significant number of defectsthat may
be ascribed to twinning and stacking faults; and (3) the
data for high albite and sanidine (Fie. a) are spreadrather
uniformly along a moderately wide band that parallels
the line recorded for low albite and low microcline (Fig.
3), but the intercept (-0.0037 A,; of the line fit to the
data, without the Eifel data, is significantly smaller than
0.0, the intercept obtained for both the framework silicatesand for low albite and low microcline.
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Fig. 3. The MSDAs, z2rovs.z2o,for the T and O atoms recorded for low albite and low microcline. The data recorded at
low temperatures(13 K) are plotted as open triangles,those recordod at room temperature are plotted as closed circles, and
thoserecordedat elevatedtemperaturesup to I 263 K are plotted
as open circles. The regressionequation is zl,o : -0.00008 +
o(-0.00008) : 0.000114'z, 0(0.940): 0.008,
0.940z,o"rwhere
and the coefrcient of determination is 12: 0.99.
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Fig. 4. A scatter diagram of zfo vs. z$t for high albite and
sanidine. The room temperature data are plotted as closed circles, the data recorded at high temperatures are plotted as open
circles, and the Eifel data are plotted as stars. The regression
equation without the Eifel data is zlo: -0.0037 + 0.9452L,
: 0.023,and the coefwhereo(-0.0037) : 0.0006 A',
"10.e+s;
ficient of determination is 12:0.92.

is fixed in spaceregardlessofwhether T is Al or Si, whereas the coordinating O atoms are located, on aYerage,a
distanceof 1.744A away when T is Al, or 1.607A when
it is Si. It is arguedthat the substitutional disorder causes
the displacement ellipsoids of the O atoms to be elongated in the direction of the TO bonds. When the disorder is complete for f : 0.25, then the amount of elongation should be fairly constant with the value of zfl' being
0.0035 A' larger than that of zlo along the same bond.
When/:
0.5, the maximum allowable value in a feldspar, Equation 2 yields a maximum expected (A,) value
of 0.0047 A'. When the (A) values of a structure exceed
value, types of disorder other than substitutional
(2) this
(A,): (l - fv(LR)': (l - fyf(0.r37),.
should be considered.
The departure of the slopes for both the ordered and
A'.
with/: 0.25,(A,): (zL,- z4o): 0.0035
Hence,
This implies that \z4o) : -0.0035 -r (zL), predicting disordered feldspars from the ideal 45" line may be rean intercept of -0.0035 A' close to the observed value. lated to an increase in the optical mode vibrations of the
As the slope found for the regressionequation for high T and O atoms accompanying an increase in temperature
at high temperatures (Megaw, 1973) as well as to the
albite and sanidine is signifrcantly different from 1.0, it
bonding requirements of the nontetrahedral cations. The
appears that the experimental line is statistically different
feldspar data with the larger MSDAs in Figures 3 and 4,
predicted
However,
the
Biirgi's
equation.
from that
by
slopeof the line departsby only 1.6' from the ideal value. which influence the slope, were recorded at temperatures
This small departure suggeststhat the experimental data as high as 1273 K. We would expect, at this high temconform, to a first approximation, with the theoretical perature, that the vibrational amplitude of the lighter O
atom would increase at a slightly faster rate than that of
trend predicted by the equation.
The departure of the intercept of the regression line the heavier T atom with increasing temperature. This
observedfor high albite and sanidine from 0.0 may also would result in zlt increasing at a faster tate than z2ro,
be rationalized with Biirgi's equation. In the derivation providing an explanation, at least in part, for the small
of his equation, Biirgi (1989) assumedthat each T atom but significant departure ofthe slope from 45".

The larger scatter of data and the departure of the intercept from 0.0 for high albite and sanidine may be ascribed to substitutional disorder. If we assumethat there
is complete substitutional disorder in high albite and sanidine, then each TO4 group would contain 250loAl, on
average.With Biirgi's (1989) assumption that R(SiO) :
1.607A and R(AIO) : 1.744A for orderedfeldspar structures (seeEq. l), the Smith and Bailey (1963) assumption
that (R(TO)) varies linearly with the ftaction, f, of Al in
a TOo group and that AR : R(AIO) - R(SiO) : 1.144 1.607 :0.137 A, then Equation I becomes
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in these crystalsare largely acousticalin nature, with the
T and O atoms being displaced in phase along the TO
bonds as rigid units (Willis and Pryor, 1975). This also
implies that (A) should be close to zero, on average,for
such tetrahedra in these structures.
If we define ((A)) to be the averageof all (A) values
in a structure, then ((A)) should also be close to zero.
Furthermore, the estimated standard deviation, esd, of
((A)) should also be small, since the range of the (A)
values is small. A histogram of ((A)) prepared for low
albite, low microcline, quartz, cristobalite, and coesite
otT(Fig. 5a) shows that the ((A)) values for these structures
-0.010
0010
((A))
rangebetween-0.00123 and 0.00187Ar. The frequency
distribution of estimatedstandarddeviations of the ((A))
values that we calculate for these structuresis plotted in
b
Figure 6a, which shows a maximum esd of 0.00120 Ar.
Histograms of ((A)) and its esd prepared for the clathrasils and tridymites (Figs. 5b and 6b, respectively)show
a much larger rangeof ( (A) ) values than recordedfor the
ordered feldspars and the framework silicates coesite,
quartz, and low cristobalite, from -0.00777 to 0.02166
A,, with esd as largeas 0.01996Ar.
Histograms of ((A)) and its esd prepared for the disordered feldsparssanidine and high albite are presented
in Figures 5c and 6c, respectively.All of thesedata, with
the exception of the Eifel sanidine data, fall within the
0.000
0.010
((A))
rangeof ((A)) valuesof 0.00388to 0.00553Ar, the range
expected for disordered feldspar with AySi ratios bec
tween 0.25 and 0.50. The ((A)) valuesfor the Eifel sanidine (0.012 A,; al outside this range. In fact, they are
similar to those exhibited by the clathrasilsand the tridymites. In view of the large ((A)) values recorded for this
feldspar, the evidence suggeststhat it contains static disorder like that indicated for the clathrasils and the tridymites. This would provide a possible explanation, as
touched on earlier, for why the Eifel data fall of the linear
trend in Figure 4.
Basedon the histograms for the ordered feldsparsand
the silica polymorphs (Figs. 5a and 6a), rigid bond criteria
-0.010
0.000 ((A))
o.o1o
o.o2o
for TO bonds in framework structuresare suggestedthat
may be used to define the relative perfection of a crystal.
Fig. 5. (a) Histograms of ( (A) ) (A,) for the ordered srructures If the TO bonds in an ordered structure behave as rigid
of low albite, low microcline, qtartz, cristobalite, and coesite; units, then the following two
criteria should be satisfied:
(b) for the disordered structures of tridymite and the clathrasils;
(l) -0.00125 A' = ((a)) < 0.002A, and (2) rhe esd of
and (c) for the substitutionally disordered high albite and sani( ( a ) ) s 0 . 0 0 1 2 5A , .
dine. The Eifel sanidine is marked with stipples.
In an application of these criteria, we calculated the
( (A ) ) values and their esd for 143 framework silicate and
aluminosilicate structures.Those that satisi/ the two criteria are listed in Table I and those that fail either one
Cnrrpnr.l FoR REcocNrzING oRDERED srRucruREs
or both are listed in Table 2.
WITH RIGID TO NONOS" STRUCTURES WITH
An examination of the data in these tables shows that
SUBSTITUTIONAL DISORDE& AND THOSE WITH
although five of the refined quartz structures satisfu the
TWINNING AND STACKING FAULTS
rigid-bond criteria, five also do not. The quartz data pubThe structures of the silica polymorphs and the alulished by Lager et al. (1982) were determined from a reminosilicates appear to be composed of rigid TO bonds,
finement of powder data rather than from single-crystal
as demonstrated by the equality of z2ro and,2fi, for low
data. As a single-crystaldata set is typically more precise
albite, low microcline, qvartz, cristobalite, and coesite.
and larger in size than a correspondingpowder data set,
This implies that the vibrational modes of these atoms
the failure of the Lagerrefinementsto satisfuboth criteria
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is not unexpected.The Smith and Alexander (1963) data
set appears to have been refined with the wrong symmetry constraints imposed on the displacement parametersof the atoms (Zachariasenand Plettinger, 1965),thus
possibly explaining the failure ofthe criteria for this quartz
refinement. The quartz data presentedby Zachaiasen and
Plettinger (1965) were obtained in refinementswhere two
different extinction correction models were tested. The
quartz structure refined with their type II model met the
criteria whereasthat refined with the type I did not, suggesting that the type II model may be the more appropriate extinction model. In all the casesexamined for
quartz, failure to satisfu the criteria seemsto depend on
refinement strategiesand on how the data were recorded
and seemsto be independent of the crystals themselves.
This is surprising becausetwinning is the rule rather than
the exception in quartz (Frondel, 1962).
In a neutron diffraction study of the structure of quartz
at temperaturesup to 860 K Wright and khmann (1981)
conclude that the O atom in high quartz may be disordered into a split-atom general position related by the
Dauphin6 twin law. This result is contrary to results obtained in an earlier X-ray diffraction study, which suggests that the O atom is ordered at a special position
(Young, unpublished data, 1962). A calculation of the
MSDAs obtained from the refined ADPs (Wright and
Lehmann, l98l) with the O atom in a special position
shows that the structure satisfiesthe criteria set forth in
this paper, suggestingthat the O atom is ordered. A second refinement of the neutron diffraction data, assuming
that the O atom is randomly distributed in a generalposition, resulted in a significant reduction in the R factor.
Not only do the MSDAs obtained in this refinement fail
to meot the criteria, but the resulting SiO bond lengths
are also significantly different from one another (1.560,
1.640 A) and from that (1.61 A) recorded for low quartz
and other silica polymorphs. Furthermore, the resulting
displacementparametersof the O atom are significantly
more anisotropic than those of the Si atom. If the disorder in high quartz is static and related by the Dauphin6
twin law, then we would expect that the displacement
parametersof the Si atom would also show a relatively
large anisotropy becauseof the rigid nature of the SiO
bonds. A model for high quartz based on the librations
of rigid silicate tetrahedra may provide an explanation
for the highly anisotropic nature of the O atom and the
lessanisotropic nature ofSi, without resorting to the use
of a split O atom model. Such a model seemsreasonable
in view of the observation that the averagelibration angle
calculated for the silicate tetrahedron based on their refinement of high quartz with O in the special position
yields a value that is slightly smaller (8.4") than that obtained in an extrapolation (9.0') ofsuch data recordedin
a high temperature study of low cristobalite (Peacor,
1973).Given this result, the discrepancyin the observed
SiO bond lengths and the observation that the MSDAs
obtained in the split atom refinement fail to meet the
criteria support Young's (unpublished data, 1962) con-
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Fig.6. (a)Histograms
of theesdof ( (a) ) (A') for theordered
low albite,low microcline,qtartz, cristobalite,and
stnrctnres:
coesite;(b) for the disorderedstructuresof tridlmite and the
highalbite
disordered
and(c) for the substitutionally
clathrasils;
and sanidine.

clusion that the O atom in high quartz is ordered at a
special position. A modeling of the molecular dynamics
of the quartz structure as a function of temperature by
Tsuneyuki et al. (1990) also supports this conclusion by
predicting that low-quartz transforms to high quartz, with
the O atom in the special position, at some temperature
above 850 K.
All of the refinements for low cristobalite undertaken
by Peacor(1973) meet the criteria, with the exception of
the one undertaken at 523 K. The failure of this refinement is, however, marginal. All three of the low cristo-
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Tmu 2. Silica polymorphs and aluminosilicateframeworks which do not satisfy the rigid-bondcriteria of this paper
Mineral
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
Quartz
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Cristobalite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Tridymite
Melanophlogite
Dodecasil 3C
Dodecasil tH
Dodecasil3R
High albite
High albite
High albite
High albite
High albite
Intermediatealbite
Microcline
Adularia
Sanidine
Sanidine
Sanidine
Sanidine
Sanidine
Orthoclase
Celsian
Cs[AlSi501r]
RbAtsiol
Plagioclase
Anorthite
Anorthite
Anorthit€
Anorthite
Anorthite
Anorthite
Anorthite
Anorthite
Anorthite
Sr teldspar
Sr feldspar
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Low cordierite
Leucite
Leucite
Analcime
Bicchulite
Brewsterit6
Brewsterite
Chabazite
Clinoptilolite
Clinoptilolite
Edingtonite
Edingtonite
Ferrierite
Ferrierite

Referene€
Lager et al. (1982),at 13 K
Lager et al. (1982),at 78 K
Lager et al. (1982),at 296 K
Smith and Alexander(1963)
Zachariasenand Plettinger(1965),type I
Peacor (1973), at 230 'C
Pluthet al. (1985a),at 10 K
Pluth et al. (1985a),at 293 K
Pluth et al. (1985a),at 473 K
Dollase(1967)
Baur (1977)
Kihara(1977)
Kihara(1978)
Kihara er at. (1986a),at 443 K
Kihara et al. (1986a),at 493 K
Kihara et al. (1986a),at 573 K
Kihara et at. (1986a),at 653 K
Kihara et al. (1986a), at 693 K, C2221
Kihara et al. (1986a),at 693 K, P6"/mmc
Kihara et at. (1986a),at 733 K, p63/mmc
Kihara et al. (1986b),at 493 K
Kihara et al. (1986b),at 693 K
Kihara et at. (1986b),at 733 K
Gies (1983)
Gies(1984)
Gerke and Gies (1984)
Gies (1986)
Keefer and Brown (1978)
winter et al. (1979),at 25 rc
winter er al. (1979),at 500 €
winter er at. (1979),ar 750 .c
winter et at. (1979),at 980 cc
Phillipset al. (1989)
Blasiet al. (1981)
Phillipsand Ribbe (1973)
Keefer and Brown (1978)
Phillipsand Ribbe (1973)
scambos et al. (1987)
Weitz (1972), Eifel, unheated
Weitz (1972), Eifel, heated
Prince et al. (1973)
Griffen and Ribbe (1976)
Araki (1980)
Klaska and Jarchow (1975)
Tagai et al. (1980),An66
Czank (1973), Pi at 20 eC
Czank (1973),Pi at 240qC
Bruno et al. (1976), 'i
Kalus (1978), PlWenk and Kroll (1984),An94, PlAngel (pers. comm.), sample 115082a r1
Angel (pers. comm.), trom Monte Somma, ,i
Angel (p€rs. comm.), from Val Pasmeda,,i
Angel (pers. comm.),from Val Pasmeda,Pi
Chiariet al. (1975)
Grundy and lto 0974)
Hochellaet al. (1979), at24tr, Dotni Bory
Hochellaet al. (1979),at 375qC, Dotni Bory
Hochellaet al. (1979), at775rc, White wetl
Wallace and Wenk (1980),sample Brg 50
Wallace and Wenk (1980),sample Sci 552
Wallace and Wenk (1980),sample Sci 1542
Wallace and Wenk (1980),sample Sci 1104
Mazzi et al. (19761,l4,la
Peacor (1968), ,a3d
Pechar (1988)
Sahl (1980)
Schlenkeret al. (1977\
Artioli et at. (1985)
Mortier et al. (1979)
Koyama and Tak6uchi (1977),from Agoura
Koyama and Tak6uchi (1977),from Kuruma
Mazzi et af. (1984), lc'-River, P121m
Mazzi et al. (1984),Otd Kitpatrick,P421m
Vaughan (1966)
Gramlich-Meieret al. (1984)

((a))

0.0026,4
0.00284
0.00749
0.00266
0.00211
-0.00092
-0.00146
-0.00555
-o.oo777
0.00331
0.00077
0.00511
-0.00136
0.014&t
0.00178
0.00s02
0.00695
0.00032
-0.00762
-0.00603
-0.00677
-0.00486
-0.00340
-0.00201
0.00008
0.00156
0.02166
0.00415
0.00388
0.00500
0.00495
0.00537
0.00392
0.00460
0.00537
0.00455
0.00628
0.00s53
0.01245
0.01
198
o.00221
o.00472
0.00232
0.0033i!
0.00327
0.00338
0.00175
0.00222
0.00058
0.00242
0.00111
0.00047
0.00130
0.00018
0.00205
0.00385
0.001
18
0.00009
0.00038
0.00309
0.00226
0.002s9
0.00239
0.00759
0.00588
0.00464
0.00506
0.00463
0.0(M58
0.00&t6
0.00403
0.00135
0.00430
0.0(X12
0.oGt62
0.00306

0.001
18
0.00134
0.00315
0.00070
0.00011
0.00143
0.00033
0.00142
0.00244
0.00806
0.00345
0.01996
0.00622
0.01160
0.01039
0.00583
0.01199
0.00615
0.00s54
0.00587
0.00466
0.00462
0.00504
0.00142
0.00509
0.01301
0.01285
0.003it1
0.00141
0.00155
0.00163
0.00211
0.00152
0.00368
0.00307
0.00151
0.00143
0.00189
0.00232
0.00265
0.00474
0.00515
o.00229
11
0.001
0.01001
0.00298
0.00381
o.00224
0.00204
0.00141
o.oo227
0.00216
0.00365
0.00208
0.00408
0.00279
0.00204
0.00133
0.00340
0.00117
0.00071
0.00060
0.00094
0.00350
0.00163
o.00274
0.00215
0.00326
0.0018it
0.00236
0.00350
0.00056
0.00071
0.01067
0.00779
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Teste 2.-Continued
((A))

Reference
Ferrierite
Ferrierite
Gismondine
Goosecreekite
Mordenite
Offretite
Offretite
Osumilite
Scolecite
Stellerite
Stellerite
Cd-X zeolite
Cd-X zeolite
Na-X zeolite
Ca-A zeolite
Tl-A zeolite

0.00563
0.00490
0.00065
0.00715
0.00409
0.00477
0.00584
0.00504
0.00110
0.01894
0.00959
0.00458
0.o1707
0.00938
-0.00204
- 0.00175

Gramlich-Meier
et al. (1985)
Alberti and Sabelli(1987)
Artioliet al. (1986a),at 15 K
Rouse and Peacor (1986)
Alberti et al. (1986)
Mortier et al. (1976a)
Mortier et al. (1976b)
Armbruster and Oberhansli(1988)
Joswiger al. (1984)
Galli and Alberti (1975)
Miller and Taylor (1985)
Calligariset al. (1986),hydrated
Calligariset al. (1986),dehydrated
Calestaniet al- (1987)
Th6ni (1975)
Th6ni (1975)

balite refinementscompleted by Pluth et al. (1985a) fail.
The Si atom in these crystals was found to vibrate with
a larger amplitude along the SiO bond than the O atom,
unlike all the other structuresin Table l. No explanation
is offered for this result.
Without exception, all of the coesitestructuresused to
construct Figure I satisfy the criteria, as we expect inasmuch as these data were used to establish the criteria.
However, an examination of the MSDAs calculated for
the SiO bonds of a crystal with P2,/a space-groupsymmetry (Kirfel et al., 1979) showsa relatively wide scatter
of data (Fig. 7). This scatterof data is consistentwith the
single crystal X-ray and TEM data reported by Sasaki et
al. (1983),which showsthat P2r/acoesiteis nothing more
than a coesitecrystal twinned on {100} (Kirfel and Will,
1984).
All the tridymite and clathrate structures examined in
population II fail to meet at least one of the criteria. This
includes a twinned low tridymite crystal (Kato and Nukui, 1976)upon which an important conclusionin crystal
chemistry has been drawn by Baur (1977) and Baur and
Ohta (1982). In a structure analysis of this crystal, Kato
and Nukui (1976) were unable to refine simultaneously
all of its positional and thermal parameters becauseof
the limited storage capacity of their computer. They also
observed that the crystal was twinned about [30]. Despite this crystal defect, Baur (1977) undertook a re-refinement of the structure in which each parameter was
allowed to vary. Using the R(SiO) and SiOSi angle data
obtained from this refinement together with data obtained for several silica polymorphs, the twnned P2r/a
coesitecrystal,and severalsilicates,Baur and Ohta (1982)
completed a linear regression analysis to test whether
R(SiO) correlateswith -secz(SiOSi). On the basis of the
statistics of their results, they concluded that the correlation is not significant, as was also concluded in several
earlier studiesby Baur (1971,1977).
The twinned characterof the low tridymite crystal used
in the Baur and Ohta (1982) analysis is borne out very
nicely by the scatterofdata displayedin Figure 7. In fact,
the relatively wide scatter of points in this plot for both

0.00766
0.00711
0.00197
0.00541
0.00479
0.00538
0.00465
0.0028i!
0.00194
0.01627
0.00746
0.00706
0.01128
0.00860
0.00685
0.00661

this crystal and for the P2r/a coesitecrystal is consistent
with their twinned structures. Inasmuch as 600/oof the
sample population used in their regressionanalysis consists ofthe data used to prepare Figure 7, one is not surprised that Baur and Ohta (1982) found that the correlation is not significant. On the other hand, a stepwise
regressionanalysis of R(SiO) data recorded for a set of
silica polymorphs that meet both criteria (Boisen et al.,
1990) shows that the correlation between bond length
and angle is highly significant, with about 500/oof the
variation in R(SiO) being explained in terms of a linear
dependenceupon -secL(Siosi). Similar correlationshave
beenreportedby Taylor (1972),Gibbs et al. (1972),Gibbs
et al. (1977a), Gibbs et al. (1977b), Tossell and Gibbs
(1977,1978),Meagheret al. (1979),Hill and Gibbs(1979),
Newton and Gibbs (1980), Chakoumakoset al. (1981),
Gibbs et al. (1981), o'Keeffe et al. (1985), Gibbs and
Boisen (1986), Smyth et al. (1987), and Geisingeret al.
0.020

0.015

ii o.oro
N
q"

ob

0.005
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o ooS.o
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Fig. 7. A scatter diagram of z!,o vs. z$", recorded for the
tridymite data (solid circles)by Baur (1977) and the P2,/a coesite data (open circles)recordedby Kirfel et al. (1979).
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(1987). Thus, we conclude that the correlation between a moderate degree of disorder with a long-range order
bond length and angleis genuine,particularly since it has parameterof s :0.78. However,a ((A)) valueof 0.0046
also been reproducedin robust quantum mechanicalcal- A'zcalculatedfor this zeolite indicates a disordered strucculations completed on a variety of hydroxyacid silicate ture. This discrepancyis not understood. A ((A)) value
molecules(Newton and Gibbs, 19801O'Keeffeet al.. 1985: of 0.00065 A, and an esd of 0.00197 A, calculatedfor
Gibbs and Boisen, 1986;Boisenet al., 1990).
the zeolite gismondine suggestsa small amount of disAll the low albite refinements examined satist/ both order, in agreementwith the Artioli et al. (1986a) statecriteria. Like the data for coesite,they also were used to ment that the mean TO distancesin the zeolite "are conestablish the criteria, and so this is not an unexpected sistent with an essentiallyordered distribution of Si and
result. In an examination of the study by Winter et al. Al and the possibility of a minor substitution of excess
(1977) of low albite, a regular increasein ((A)) and its Si in the Al(1) site." An examination of the mean TO
esd is observedto occur with increasingtemperature.As bond lengths in goosecreekite(Rouse and Peacor, 1986)
indicated earlier, this supportsthe suggestionthat the TO indicates almost complete Si,/Al ordering. However, a large
bonds in this material may weaken somewhat with in- ((A)) value of 0.00715 A, calculatedfor this zeolite increasing temperature. The so-called ordered orthoclase dicates the presenceof structural disorder. Mazzi et al.
crystal refined by Prince et al. (1973) also fails ro meet (1984) concludedthat tetragonaledingtonite is completethe criteria. A study of its mean TO bond lengths indi- ly disordered.The ((A)) and the esd calculatedfor these
catesthat the T(2) tetrahedraare ordered (Si rich), where- zeolites conform with this result. The Cd-X zeolite reas each T(l) tetrahedra contains a disordered occupancy fined by Calligaris et al. (1986) shows,afrer dehydrarion,
of one Al and one Si, on average.An examination of the a substantial increasein A values, with the ((A)) values
(A) values and their esd for these two tetrahedra yields increasingfrom 0.00458A, to 0.01707A,. This suggests
valuesthat agreewith theseresults[T(ly(A) : 0.00466 that dehydration may induce some form of disorder where
A,, esd :- 0.00590 A,; tlzltqty : -0.00023 A,, es6 :
the unit cells in the structure collapsein different orien0.00138 A1. fne (A) value calcularedfor the T(l) ter- tations, disrupting the translational symmetry of the crysrahedron that contains 0.5 Al and 0.5 Si, on average, tal.
agreeswith a value of 0.0047 A, calculated,using EquaFinally, the MSDAs of the T and O atoms of framelion 2, for a disordered array ofAl and Si over the T(l)
work structuresprovide criteria by which the perfection
tetrahedron. The (A) value for the T(2) tetrahedron in- of a crystal may be judged. As static disorder can have a
dicates the tetrahedron is ordered and only contains Si, perniciouseffecton the observedbond lengthsand angles
as determined from its mean TO bond lengths.
obtained in a diffraction experiment, it is important that
None of the anorthite crystalsthat we examined meets future crystal chemical studies be undertaken with data
the criteria. Angel (personal communication, 1988) re- selectedfor crystals that sadsry criteria of the type set
fined the Val Pasmedaanorthite in both 11 and pI set- forth in this paper. Otherwise, meaningful correlations
tings. We find that the PI refinement comes the closest could be rejected as statistically insignificant becauseof
to satisfuingthe criteria, supporting suggestionsthat the systematicerrors.
PI setting is the more appropriate one for the crystal.
Trrn coNsrquENCES oF A RrcrD BoND MoDEL
Angel's results and those recorded by Czank (1973), KaON THE ORIENTATION
OF THE DISPLACEMENT
lus (1978),and Wenk and Kroll (1984)for anorthitesugELLIPSOID
OF A BRIDGII'TC O .I,:TONN
gest that this feldspar may exhibit a small amount of
substitutional disorder or twinning despite an AllSi ratio
In an earlier study of the displacement ellipsoids reof 1.0.
corded for othopyroxene,Burnham et al. ( I 97 I ) observed
Sevenof the eighteenstructural refinementscompleted that the major axis of the ellipsoid for each bridging O
for cordierite and listed in Table 2 fail to meet the cri- atom is perpendicular to the SiOSi plane. Also, Schulz
teria. We offer no explanation for these failures.
(1972) observedthat the major axesof the displacement
Of the 34 refinements of zeolites examined, seven ellipsoids of the O atoms in framework aluminosilicates
[edingtonite (two times), mesolite, natrolite, scolecite. tend to be perpendicular to the TOT plane, that their
thomsonite, and yugawaralitel satisfuthe criteria, where- minor axes tend to parallel the TT direction, and that
as the remaining ones fail. All seven of the zeolites that their intermediate axestend to lie in the TOT plane persatisfiedthe criteria are consideredto be ordered, within pendicular to the TT direction. In the appendix of this
the experimental error, in terms of their mean TO bond paper, we will examine the extent to which these obserlengths. Of the 27 zeolitesthat failed, 24 are considered vations can be explained in terms of a simple rigid bond
to exhibit substitutional disorder. A calculation ofthe TO model and the extent to which this orientation is govbond lengths for one of these zeolites, analcime, using erned by the size of the TOT angle.
data publishedby Pechar(1988),yields the following mean
Each O atom in a framework structure is shared beTO bond lengths and predicted occupancies:(SilO) :
tween two T atoms in forming two TO bonds defining a
1 . 6 1 40, . 0 6A l ; ( S i 2 O ): r . 6 2 1 , 0 . 1 IA l ; ( S i 3 O ): r . 6 2 r , TOT group. A model in which these bonds are assumed
0 . l l A l ; ( S i 4 O ): 1 . 6 1 4 , 0 . 0 6 A l ; ( A l l O ) : 1 . 7 4 0 , 0 . 8 9 to be rigid can be used to predict the orientation and
Al; and (,{120) : 1.740,0.89 Al. Theseresultsindicate shapeof the displacementellipsoid of the bridging O rel-
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Fig. 8. A scatterplot ofobservedellipticity,tr, ofthe ellipse
definedby the shortand intermediateaxis of the displacement
ellipsoidofO vs. the ellipticity,r, calculatedfrom a rigid bond
model.
ative to the TOT group. Using the bisector / of the TOT
angle as a frame of reference,we will seethat the model
predicts, for TOT anglestypically observed for silicates,
that the shortestaxis ofthe ellipsoid should tend to lie in
the TOT plane perpendicular to /, the intermediate axis
should lie along /, and the longestaxis should be perpendicular to the TOT plane, as is consistent with the observation of Schulz (1972). Furthermore, the model indicates that the extent to which the shortest axis should
tend to the indicated direction dependson the size ofthe
TOT angle with the tendency increasing with a widening
of the TOT angle. This prediction is borne out by the
analysispresentedin the Appendix of the orientations of
the observed displacement ellipsoids. The model also
predicts a shapefor the ellipse, in the plane ofthe short
and intermediate axes, as a function of the TOT angle.
In Figure 8 we compare this prediction with the observed
orientations and find that the model explains 570loof the
variation in the ellipticity of theseellipses(seeAppendix

r).

In conclusion, the tetrahedral groups in framework
structuresbehave as ifthey were rigid bodies. Therefore,
in a structural analysisof a well-orderedframework structure one would expect to find that the MSDAs of the T
and O atoms along the TO bonds to be equal and that
the thermal ellipsoid of the O atom be narrow in the
direction ofthe bond and elongatedin the direction perpendicular to the TOT plane. When these conditions are
not satisfied,one should consider the possibility ofstatic
disorder.
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+ 3) . *-(t - 9)]
K(o,t,o) : z cos'r[c",'(o
: 2 cosrry(l * cos O cos 24).

(4)

To find the directions in which this resistancehas its extreme
values, we take the partial derivatives of Kwith respect to "yand
d and set them equal to zero. Doing this, we find the extrema to
be in the directions of7 : 90'with any @value and ? : 0owith
Mar*uscnrm REcETYED
Mencs 5, 1990
d equal to either 0'or 90'. Sincethe observedO values in frameMexuscnrrr AccEprEDOcronrn 10, 1990
work silicatesare alwaysgreaterthan 90'(Geisinger et al., 1985),
the maximum resistanceis in the direction 7 : 0oand Q : 90 ,
and
Appnxnrx
1. A srvrpr-B RrcrD BoND MoDEL
the intermediate resistanceis in the direction 1 : A:0',
resistanceis in the direction of ^y : 90'. Hence the
the
least
The basic assumptionunderlying the rigid bond model is that
expectedoptimum orientation should be such that the direction
the stretchingof the TO bonds should be minimal. As a measure
least displacement of the bridging O is in the TOT plane
of the stretching, S, of these bonds due to the motion of the O of
perpendicular to / (roughly parallel to the TT direction). The
atom, we use the following formulation:
intermediate displacement should be along l, and the g"reatest
(3) displacement should be perpendicular to the TOT plane. Note
S: (R, - R1)' + (R, - RL)'
:
least resistancesare
where Ri and Ri are the observedTO bond lengthsdefining the that when O 180", the intermediate and
predicted to be equal, and so in this casethe displacementellipgroup
we
TOT
drawn in Appendix Figure l. In this model,
asis predicted to have a circular section perpendicular to the
sume that the O atom is displacedfrom its observedposition by soid
TT direction.
(1989),
vector
v
with
made
Biirgi
the
the constraint,
by
that the
We now consider the question of the variations in the magpositions ofthe T atoms are fixed, resulting in the stretchedbond
principal axesof the displacementellipsoid. When
lengthsRi and R!. We define v to be the length of v, 7 to be the nitudes of the
value
the
of Kis zero, and so there is no variation in
1:90',
angle betweenv and its projection, p, onto the TOT plane, d to
value of K in the direction of the longest axis. The magnithe
p,
be the angle between / and
and O to be the TOT angle as
axesvary with the value of O. The model
shown in the figure. Defining the anglesbetween p and R, and tudes of the other two
relative
p and R, to be Vr : 0 + O/2 and V, : O - @/2,respectively, suggeststhat there should be a relationship between the
relative sizesofthe correspondmagnitudes
ofthese
axes
and
the
Equation 3 becomes
ing values of K. Hence we compare the parameterstr and r deS:(R'-@'z
fined by

+(R,-@:

I:4

A measure of the resistanceto an increasein E in a given
direction defined by 0 and 7, is the second derivative, K, ofS
with respectto v at v : 0. Evaluating this secondderivative, we
find that

L,

+ z-

a0
F
F
tl
@

Appendix Fig. l. A drawing of a TOT group where the T
atoms are denoted by open circles and the O atom is denoted
by a closed circle. The lengths ofthe TO bonds are denoted Rr
and Rr, O denotesthe TOT angle, and I is the bisector ofO. A
displacement,v, of the O atom from its equilibrium position,
assumingthat the T atoms are fixed in space,resultsin new TO
bond lengths,R\ and RL.The vector p is the projection of v onto
the TOT plane, and 7 is defined to be the angle betweenp and
v. The angle betweenR, and p is denoted V,, that between R,
and p is denoted Vr, and that between / and p is denoted d.

Y
Appendix Fig. 2. A scatter plot of the d' angle of the short
axis of the displacementellipsoid of O vs. the TOT angle,O, for
the data of Figures I and 3. The separation of the curves for a
given value of O equals R(O) : 90[2 - A(O)].
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and

K(o,0, e0)
K ( O , 0 , 9 0 )+ K ( O , 0 , 0 )
wherel,r and Zs are the observedmagnitudesof the intermediate
and shortest axes of the displacementellipsoid, respectively.A
scatter diagram of X vs. r for all of the data used to prepare
Figures I and 3 is shown in Figure 8. A regressionanalysis of
this data showsthat the slope(0.45)is significantlydifferent from
zero and that the intercept is 0.18.
Restricting our attention to the TOT plane, we can explain,
using Equation 4 with r : 0", the degreeto which the short axis
of the displacementellipsoid should prefer the 4 : 90" direction
as a function of O. For a fixed value of O, Kis a periodic function
of 4 with an amplitude, A(O) : 2llcos(O)ll.Since l(O) is the
difference between the maximum and minimum resistance,it
measures the degree to which the optimum orientation should
be preferred.SinceA(90) : 0, the model predicts,when O : 90",
that there is no preferredorientation ofthe short axis in the TOT
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plane, and so it can adopt all @values from -90'to 90" (a range
of 180").When O : 180', l(180) equalsits maximum value of
2, and so the short axis is predicted to strongly tend to a 4 value
of 90" (a range of 0"). We will define a function R(O) that is
designedto describe the range of dispersion of the O anglesof
the short axis. As observed above, we want R(180) : 0 and
R(90) : 180. Therefore, we define R(O) : 90[2 - A(A)], which
is linearly related to l(O) and passesthrough the desired points.
Appendix Figure 2 shows a scatterdiagram of the @'-valuesobserved for the short axis versus O values for the data used to
construct Figures I and 3. We define @'to be the anglebetween
/ and the observed short axis. When the short axis is actually
found to lie in the TOT plane, then 4' : d. These data fall, by
and large, between the branchesof the drawn curve (Appendix
Figure 2) which were placed symmetrically about the line p' :
90" such that the width betweenthe branchesat a given O-value
is R(O). Thus, as the TOT angle approaches180o,the @'angle
of the short axis of the displacementellipsoid of the O atom is
progressivelyconstrained to adopt an angle of 90' as observed
in Appendix Figure 2.

